
Teaching Progression #17  Rhyming words     Teacher and student Sheet 
First taught with rhyming, beginning on Lesson 43 to 56 
Found in word lists beginning in lesson 58.  
Rhyming Words Beginning With a Fast Sound 

These words rhyme.  They are almost the same.  In the second word, one letter is different. 

“Touch the first word.  That’s the rhyme. Think the sounds and sound them out.  Get ready. Go. 
(clap for each sound).  say the rhyme.   Yes. im.   

“Now touch the next word. It rhymes. Touch the part that rhymes.  Say the rhyme. im    
The rhyme starts with a fast sound.  Touch the box , slash and Say the fast sound. (clap)  
 
Now the rest of the word does the rhyming.  Touch and say the rhyme again.”  (clap) im  
“This word rhymes with im  .   It starts with as fast sound.  
Touch the box, slash and say the fast sound. Ready, Go. Yes,” d 
“Now, start with the fast sound and rhyme with im .    
Get Ready go.”  dim  yes,  dim.   
“What’s this word with the rhyme? Yes.” dim 
(Repeat until firm.)  
 
Teach the same procedure with all the rhyming words.  On lesson 58,  the rhyming is dropped.  
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im – dim 
ear – dear 
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ear - tear 
eam– team 
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in – tin 
an – dan 
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at – cat 
an – can 


